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1. INTRODUCTION
 2Let G be a reductive Lie group with two involutions s and t s s
2 .t s id. Let H and L be subgroups of G such that
Gs ; H ; Gs and Gt ; L ; Gt . .  .0 0
r   . 4Here G s g g G N r g s g for an automorphism r of G and F0
denotes the connected component of F containing the identity e for a Lie
group F.
w xIn 8 , we gave standard representatives of double coset decompositions
 .H _ GrL for some typical triples G, H, L by only using the ``algebraic''
 .method. As the most elementary example, we studied the case G, H, L
  .  .  .  .  ..s GL n, F , GL p, F = GL n y p, F , GL r, F = GL n y r, F for an
w xarbitrary field F. We also studied in 8 other examples related to quadratic
forms on vector spaces over the fields R, C, and H.
In this paper, we assume that G is a reductive Lie group and we will
describe the structure of the double coset decomposition H _ GrL for an
 .  .arbitrary G, H, L . First we study the compact case Section 3 and next
 .the noncompact case Section 4 .
In Section 3, we assume that the semisimple part G of G is compact.s
 w x .G is the analytic subgroup of G for g s g , g . When G s G ands s s
st s ts ,
w xthe double coset decomposition H _ GrL is studied in 3 .
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 .  .  . y1 sRemark 1. Let G s O 2m , s g s I gI , t g s J gJ , H s G ,p, q p, q m m
and L s Gt where p q q s 2m,
J 01I 0p . 0 1.I s and J s with J s .p , q m 1.  /0 yI y1 0 /q  00 J1
 .  .  .Then H ( O p = O q and L ( U m . If p is odd and p / q, then we
 .  .y1can see that s does not commute with t s Ad x tAd x for anyx
x g G. If st s t s , then we have two symmetric spaces HrH l L andx x x
 y1 .L rH l L L s xLx . But such an H l L does not exist by thex x x x
.classification of compact symmetric spaces.
st  . stLet x be an element of G . Then we have s x g G since
y1
st s x s s ts x s s st x s s x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
st st  st .Hence we have s G s G and G , H l L is a symmetric pair.
Let g s g s [ gys s gt [ gyt be the decompositions of the Lie alge-
bra g of G into the q1 and y1 eigenspaces for s and t , respectively. Let
a be a maximal abelian subspace of gys l gyt and put A s exp a. Then
 st .A is a maximal torus of the symmetric pair G , H l L and all the
ys yt  .maximal abelian subspaces of g l g are Ad H l L -conjugate to a.
Define subgroups
N s h , l g H = L N hAly1 s A , 4 .A
Z s h , l g H = L N haly1 s a for all a g A 4 .A
of H = L and put J s N rZ .A A
Suppose that G s HG L and that st is semisimple on the center z0
of g.
 .THEOREM 1. i G s HAL.
 .ii By the inclusion map, we ha¨e a bijection
J _ A ( H _ GrL.
  . w xWhen G is connected and st s ts , i is proved in 3 . Under these
 . w x .conditions, ii is proved only for ``regular'' elements of G and A in 3 .
For a linear form a : a ª iR, we define the ``root space''
w xg a , a s X g g N Y , X s a Y X for all Y g a . 4 .  .C
Put
 4  4S s S g , a s a g ia* y 0 N g a , a / 0 . 4 .  .C C
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Then we have the root space decomposition
g s g a , a . .[C C
 4agSj 0
Since a ; g st , we also have the eigenspace decomposition
g a , a s g a , a , l , .  .[C C
< <l s1
 .   . 4where g a , a , l s X g g a , a N st X s l X . As a generalization ofC C
w x  .12, Theorem 5 the case when st s ts , we can prove the following.
PROPOSITION 1. S satisfies the axioms of the root systems.
 .  .y1Consider an involution t s Ad a t Ad a of g for a g A. Then fora
 .X g g a , a , l , we haveC
y2 y2 a y2 a Y .st X s st Ad a X s la X s le X .a
Ä  .  .  .  44where a s exp Y. Put S s a , l g S = U 1 N g a , a , l / 0 .C
 .DEFINITION. x s hal h g H, a g A, l g L is called ``regular'' if
lay2 a / 1
Ä .for all a , l g S.
By the above argument, we have clearly the equivalences
x is regular m g st a ; g a , 0 m gys l gyt a s a .C
m gys l gyt x is commutative.
In Section 4, we assume that G is an arbitrary reductive Lie group. For
g g G, let f be the automorphism of g defined byg
y1f s st s s Ad g t Ad g . .  .g g
Then we have
y1f N g 9 g HgL s Ad h f Ad h N h g H . 4  .  . 5g 9 g
 .Hence the problem is almost reduced to the study of Ad H -conjugacy
 4classes of f N g g G .g
First we study the Jordan decomposition and we get the following
propositions. We assume that G s HG L and that st is semisimple on z0
as in Section 3.
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 .PROPOSITION 2. i E¨ery element g of G can be uniquely written as
g s exp X g , .u s
where g is an element of G such that f is semisimple and X is a nilpotents g us
 w x.element of g s g , g such that s X s t X s yX .s u g u us
 .ii Let g 9 be another element of G and write
g 9 s exp X X gX .u s
 .as in i .
 .a For h g H and l g L,
g 9 s hgl m gX s hg l and X X s Ad h X . .s s u u
 . Xb Suppose that g s g . Then we ha¨es s
g 9 g HgL m X X g Ad H l g Lgy1 X . .u s s u
  y1 .Ad H l g Lg X is a nilpotent conjugacy class of the symmetric pairs s u
 st g s t g . w x .s sg , g l g , cf. 6, 10, 13 , etc.
PROPOSITION 3. Hg L is contained in the closure of HgL.s
 .PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that Z s Z g has a finite number of con-G s
nected components. If f is semisimple, then HgL is closed in G.g
These two propositions can be considered as a generalization of a
 y1 4theorem for algebraic groups: A conjugacy class xgx N x g G is closed
w x .in G if and only if g g G is semisimple 1 .
 4Put G s g g G N f is semisimple . Suppose that there exists ans s g
involution u of G satisfying the following three conditions.
 .i u N is a Cartan involution of G where G is the analyticG s ss w xsubgroup of G for g s g , g .s
 .  .ii The map g, X ¬ g exp X is a bijection of K = p onto G.
Here K s Gu and p s gyu .
 .iii sus s tut s u .
In Subsection 4.3, we give the following fundamental theorem for the
decomposition H _ G rL.s s
 .THEOREM 2. i E¨ery H-L double coset in G contains an element ofss
the form
g s exp X g , .p k
where g g K and s X s t X s u X s yX .k 0 p g p p pk
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 .  X . Xii Let g 9 s exp X g be another element of G such that the pairp k ss
 X X .  .g , X satisfies the same conditions as in i .k p
 . X y1 X  .a g 9 g HgL m g s hg l and X s Ad h X for somek k p p
h g K l H and l g K l L.
 . Xb Suppose that g s g . Thenk k
g 9 g HgL m X X g Ad K l H l g Lgy1 X . .p k k p
In Subsection 4.4, we generalize the notion of Cartan subgroups as
follows and then we prove a theorem to describe H _ G rL and H _ G rLss r s
 ys yt g 4where G s g g G N g l g is commutative is the set of ``regularr s s s
semisimple elements.''
Let t be a maximal abelian subspace of kys l kyt . Extend t to a
 . ys ytmaximal abelian subspace c s t [ a a ; p of g l g . Put T s exp t
 .and C s exp c s exp a T. Then we call C a ``fundamental Cartan subset.''
 .  . .  .  .A subset C9 s exp a9 T 9 s exp a9 exp t9 t s exp c9 t t g T of G
is called a ``standard Cartan subset'' if
dim c9 s dim c , t9 ; t , a ; a9 ; p
and c9 is an abelian subspace contained in gys l gyt t.
Define J s N KrZ K for the group K as in Theorem 1 whereK T T
N K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hTly1 s T 4 .  .  .T
and
Z K s h , l g K l H = K l L N htly1 s t for all t g T . 4 .  .  .T
 .  .  .Let C s exp a T and C s exp a T T ; T , a ; p be two stan-1 1 1 2 2 2 i i
dard Cartan subsets. Then we say that they are J -conjugate ifK
T s hT ly1 for some h , l g N K . .2 1 T
  . 4Let C s exp a T N i g I be a set of representatives of the J -con-i i i K
jugacy classes of standard Cartan subsets. Put J s N KrZ K whereC C Ci i i
N K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hC ly1 s C .  .  . 4C i ii
and
Z K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hgly1 s g for all g g C . .  .  . 4C ii
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 .THEOREM 3. i G s D HC L.s s ig I i
 .  .ii G s " H C l G L.r s ig I i r s
 .  .iii H _ G rL ( " J _ C l G .r s ig I C i r si
 .  .iv H _ HCLrL ( J _ C. C is the fundamental Cartan subset.c
COROLLARY. Suppose that G is a complex Lie group and that the in¨olu-
tions s and t are holomorphic, then we ha¨e:
 .i G s HCL.s s
 .ii H _ G rL ( J _ C.s s c
In Proposition 6, we describe standard Cartan subsets by some orthogo-
w xnal systems of root vectors as in 7, 14 .
In Subsection 4.5, we give two simple examples for the noncompact case.
Remark 2. Let x be an element of G and r an automorphism of G.
 .  . y1Then the double coset decompositions H _ GrL and r H _ Grxr L x
 . y1are identified by the map g ¬ r g x because
hgl ¬ r hgl xy1 s r h r g xy1 xr l xy1 .  .  .  .
for h g H and l g L.
By this remark, we can define an equivalence of pairs of involutions on a
Lie algebra g as follows.
DEFINITION. Let s , s 9, t , and t 9 be involutions on g. Then we write
s , t ; s 9, t 9 .  .
if and only if there exist an automorphism r and an inner automorphism
r of g such that0
s 9 s rsry1 and t 9 s r rtry1ry1 .0 0
By this equivalence relation, we will classify pairs of involutions for
w x w xcompact Lie groups G in a subsequent paper 9 . We will also give in 9 a
complete description of root systems and the groups J of Section 3 when
G is compact and simply connected.
The author is grateful to T. Kobayashi and T. Oshima for helpful
discussions and suggestions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
LEMMA 1. Let s and t be in¨olutions of a real ¨ector space V such that
st is a semisimple linear automorphism of V.
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 . s ys t yti Let V s V [ V s V [ V denote the q1, y1 eigenspace
decompositions of V with respect to s and t . Then we ha¨e
V s V s q Vt [ Vys l Vyt . .  .
 .ii Let W be a subspace of V such that s W s t W s W. Then there
exists a subspace W9 of V such that
V s W [ W9 and s W9 s t W9 s W9.
 . lProof. i Let V denote the complexification of V and V the l-ei-C C
genspace for st . Then we have
V s V l[C C
=lgC
since st is semisimple. Let ¨ g V l. Then we haveC
y1 y1st s ¨ s s st ¨ s l s ¨ . .  .  .  .  .
Hence s V l s V ly1. We also have t V l s V ly1 in the same way. PutC C C C
U s V l q V ly1. Since s U s t U s U , we have only to show thatl C C l l l
U s Us q Ut [ Uys l Uyt 2.1 . .  .l l l l l
 . 1for each l. If l s 1, then 2.1 is clear since s s t on U s V . If1 C
l s y1, then we have Us s Uyt and Uys s Ut . Hencey1 y1 y1 y1
U s Us [ Uys s Us [ Ut .y1 y1 y1 y1 y1
If l / "1, then we have
dim V l s dim V ly1 s dim Us s dim UtC C l l
s t  4and U l U s 0 . Hencel l
U s Us [ Ut .l l l
 .ii Since st W s W , we can writeC C
W s W l,[C C
l
where W l s V l l W . Note thatC C C
y1l l l lV s V and s V s VC C C C
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for each l. Since s W s t W s W, we also have
y1l l l lW s W and s W s WC C C C
 l4 l l lfor each l. So we can easily choose W9 so that V s W [ W9 andC C C C
that
y1l l l lW9 s W9 and s W9 s W9C C C C
for each l. Put
W X s W9l .[C C
l
Then it is clear that
X X X Xs W s t W s W s W .C C C C
Hence the space W9 s W X l V satisfies the desired conditions. Q.E.D.C
 .  .EXAMPLE 1. Let G s U 1 = U 1 and define involutions s and t of
G by
s x , y s x , yy1 and t x , y s xy , yy1 .  . .  .
 .for x, y g G. Let us denote the induced involutions on the Lie algebra
 .  .g s u 1 [ u 1 by the same letters. Then
s X , Y s X , yY and t X , Y s X q Y , yY .  .  .  .
 .for X, Y g g. Since
st X , Y s X q Y , Y , .  .
s t  .  4the automorphism st of g is not semisimple. Since g s g s u 1 [ 0 ,
ys  4  . yt  .  .4g s 0 [ u 1 , and g s yYr2, Y g g N Y g u 1 , we have
g / g s q gt [ gys l gyt . .  .
Let G be a Lie group. Then we denote by G the connected component0
of G containing the identity e. Let s and t be involutions of G. Let H
and L be subgroups of G such that
Gs ; H ; Gs and Gt ; L ; Gt , .  .0 0
r   . 4where G s g g G N r g s g for an automorphism r of G.
Let p : G ª GrG be the projection. Then we can consider the double0
coset decomposition
p H _ GrG rp L 2.2 .  .  .  .0
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 4of GrG . Let g G N i g I be a set of representatives in GrG of the0 i 0 0
 .double coset decomposition 2.2 . Then we have a decomposition
G s " HG g L disjoint union . .0 i
igI
Put L s g Lgy1. Then we have a bijectioni i i
H _ HG g LrL ( H _ HG L rL0 i 0 i i
by the map Hxg L ¬ Hxg Lgy1 s HxL . Let t be the involution of Gi i i i i
defined by
t g s g t gy1 gg gy1 . .  .i i i i i
 t i. t iThen we have G ; L ; G . Hence if we describe the double coset0 i
decompositions H _ HG L rL for all i g I, then we can describe the0 i i
double coset decomposition H _ GrL. So we may assume that G s HG L0
in the following.
Suppose that g is reductive. Then g is decomposed as
g s g [ z ,s
w xwhere g s g , g is the semisimple part and z is the center of g. Let Gs s
denote the analytic subgroup of G for g . We assume that st N is as z
 .semisimple linear automorphism of z cf. Lemma 1 .
3. COMPACT CASE
In this section, we assume that G is compact. We also assume thats
G s HG L and that st is semisimple on the center z of g as in Sec-0
tion 2.
st  . stLet x be an element of G . Then we have s x g G since
y1
st s x s s ts x s s st x s s x . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
st st  st .Hence we have s G s G and G , H l L is a symmetric pair.
Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of gys l gyt and put A s exp a.
Since
g st s g st l g s [ g st l gys .  .
s g s l gt [ gys l gyt , .  .
it is well known that
gys l gyt s Ad H l L a . 3.1 .  .
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Define subgroups
N s h , l g H = L N hAly1 s A , 4 .A
Z s h , l g H = L N haly1 s a for all a g A 4 .A
of H = L and put J s N rZ .A A
 .  w x.  .Remark 3. i See 3, Chap. 8 . Let h, l be an element of N . ThenA
we have
hly1 s hely1 g A
and
y1y1 y1 y1hAh s hAl hl s A. .
 . Hence the set J is identified with the subgroup of W A h A semidirectH
 . .product of W A and A given byH
w , a g W A h A N w s Ad h N and a s hly1 .  .  . H a
for some h g N A and l g L , . 4H
 .  .  .where W A s N A rZ A for a subgroup S of G.S S S
 .  .  .  .ii If W A s W A , then it is clear from i thatH H l L
J ( W A h J , .H 0
 .  .where J s Z A Z A l A.0 H L
 .EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that s s t and that H s L. Then J s Z A0 H
 .  . sl A s A l H. Hence J ( W A h A l H . Moreover if H s G , thenH
 2 4A l H s a g A N a s e .
We can prove the following complete results which include the results
w xgiven in 3 .
 .THEOREM 1. i G s HAL.
 .ii By the inclusion map, we ha¨e a bijection
J _ A ( H _ GrL.
 . Proof. i Since G s HG L, we have only to show that G s G l0 0 0
.  .H A G l L . Since G s G exp z and since0 0 s
z s z s q zt [ zys l zyt s z s q zt [ z l a .  .  .  .
 .by Lemma 1 i , we have only to show that
G s G l H G l A G l L . .  .  .s s s s
So we may assume that G s G in the following.s
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 .  .Since Aut g rInt g is finite, there exists a number N such that
 .N  .  .st s Ad g for some g g G. Since Ad g is semisimple, st is also
 .semisimple. Hence by Lemma 1 i , we have
g s g s q gt [ gys l gyt . 3.2 .  .  .
 st .Since A is a maximal torus of the symmetric pair G , H l L , it is
known that A is compact. Hence HAL is a closed subset of G. So we have
only to show that HAL is open in G since G s G is connected. For ans
arbitrary a g A, we have only to show that HAL contains a neighborhood
 .of the point a. By 3.1 , we have
HAL s H exp Ad H l L a L s H exp gys l gyt L. .  . .
 .Hence HAL contains a neighborhood of e by 3.2 . Note that a is also a
ys  . ytmaximal abelian subspace of g l Ad a g . Then we can see that the
 y1 .set HA aLa contains a neighborhood of e by the same reason. Hence
 y1 .HAL s HA aLa a contains a neighborhood of the point a.
 .ii Let a and b be two elements of A such that
b s haly1
 .for some h, l g H = L. Then we have only to show that there exists an
 . y1h9, l9 g N such that b s h9al9 . Since ha s bl, we can defineA
a9 s Ad h a s Ad bl a .  .
ys  . ytwhich is contained in s s g l Ad b g . Since a is a maximal abelian
subspace of s , a9 is also a maximal abelian subspace of s. Hence there
exists an x g H l bLby1 such that
Ad x a9 s a . .
Put h9 s xh and l9 s by1 xbl. Then we have
h9 Al9y1 s xhAly1 by1 xy1 b s xhAay1hy1 xy1 b s Ab s A
and
h9al9y1 s xhaly1 by1 xy1 b s xbby1 xy1 b s b. Q.E.D.
Let a* denote the dual of the space a. For an element a g ia*, we
define the ``root space''
w xg a , a s X g g N Y , X s a Y X for all Y g a . 4 .  .C C
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 .   4  .  44 stPut S s S g , a s a g ia* y 0 N g a , a / 0 . Since a ; g , weC C
 .  .have st g a , a s g a , a and the eigenspace decompositionC C
g a , a s g a , a , l , .  .[C C
< <l s1
 .   . 4where g a , a , l s X g g a , a N st X s l X .C C
 .LEMMA 2. i The in¨olution s defines a complex linear bijection of
 .  y1 .g a , a , l onto g a , ya , l .C C
 .ii The conjugation X ¬ X defines a conjugate linear bijection of
 .  y1 .g a , a , l onto g a , ya , l .C C
 .  .Proof. i Let X be an element of g a , a , l . Then for Y g a , weC
have
w x w x w xY , s X s s s Y , X s ys Y , X s ya Y s X . .
On the other hand, we have
y1 y1st s X s s st X s l s X . .  .
 y1 .Hence s X is an element of g a , ya , l . The map is clearly aC
bijection because s is an involution.
 .  .ii Let X be an element of g a , a , l . Then for Y g a , we haveC
w x w xY , X s Y , X s a Y X s ya Y X . .  .
On the other hand, we have
y1st X s st X s l X s l X .
y1 .Hence X is an element of g a , ya , l . Clearly the map is a bijection.C
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 1. The finite set S satisfies the axioms of the root systems.
Proof. Let a be an element of S. We can choose a nonzero element X
 .of g a , a , l for some l such that s X s X by Lemma 2. Put Y sC
w xX, s X . Then we will first show that Y g ia.
 y1 .Since s X g g a , ya , l by Lemma 2, we haveC
w xY s X , s X g g a , 0, 1 . .C
On the other hand, we have
w x w x w xs Y s s X , s X s s X , X s y X , s X s yY
and
w x w x w xY s X , X s X , X s y X , X s yY .
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Hence we have
Y g g a , 0, 1 l igys s ia .C
since a is maximal abelian in gys l gyt s gys l g st.
 .Let B , denote the Killing form on g . For Z g a , we haveC C
w x w xB Z, Y s B Z, X , s X s B Z, X , s X s a Z B X , s X .  .  . .  .
s a Z B X , X . .  .
 .  .Since B X, X - 0 and since we can choose Z g a so that a Z / 0,C
the element Y is a nonzero element of ia. Put Z s Y. Then we have
 .  .  .  .0 - B Y, Y s a Y B X, X and therefore a Y - 0. Hence the space
b s C X q Cs X q CY is a Lie subalgebra of g which is isomorphic toC
 .sl 2, C .
Considering the adjoint representation of b on the space [ ng Z
 .g a , b q na for any b g S, the assertion follows from the finite dimen-C
 .sional representation theory of sl 2, C . Q.E.D.
w  .x  .  .EXAMPLE 3 8, Example 4 ii . Let G s U n, F F s R, C, or H and
define involutions s and t of G by
s g s I gI and t g s I gI ,p , q p , q r , s r , s
respectively, for g g G where n s p q q s r q s and
I 0p
I s .p , q 0 yI /q
Put H s Gs and L s Gt. Then
h 01H s h g U p , F , h g U q , F . .  .1 2 5 /0 h2
l 01L s l g U r , F , l g U s, F . .  .1 2 5 /0 l2
Assume that r G p G q G s. Then we can take a maximal abelian subspace
a of gys l gyt of the form
¡
~a s Y u , . . . , u .1 s¢




. .d u , . . . , u s . .1 s . 00 us
Let e be an element of ia* defined byj
e : Y u , . . . , u ¬ iu . .j 1 s j
 .Then we can easily compute dimensions of the spaces g a , a , l asC
follows.
a "e " e "e "2 ej k j j
 .l s 1 c c p y s c y 1
 .l s y1 0 c q y s 0
Here j / k and
¡1 F s R .~2 F s C .c s¢4 F s H . .
The torus A s exp a consists of the elements
a u , . . . , u s exp Y u , . . . , u .  .1 s 1 s
d cos u , . . . , cos u d sin u , . . . , sin u .  .1 s 1 s
Is .ny2 s 0yd sin u , . . . , sinu d cos u , . . . , cos u .  .1 s 1 s
 .  .It is easy to see that W A s W A which is of type BC . HenceH H l L s
 .  .J ( W A h J by Remark 3 ii . SinceH 0
¡ d « , . . . , « .1 s~ gZ A s g g U n y 2 s, F , .  .L  0¢ d « , . . . , « .1 s
¦
¥« , . . . , « g U 1, F .1 s §
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 .  .and Z A s Z A l H, we haveH L
 2 4J s Z A Z A l A s Z A l A s L l A s a g A N a s e . .  .  .0 H L L
Hence we can take
A s a u , . . . , u g A N 0 F u F ??? F u F pr2 4 .q 1 s 1 s
as a complete set of representatives of J _ A. Thus we can write
G s " HaL.
agAq
Let c be the map of G into G defined by
y1
c g s gt g . .  .
 .  .The following lemma is useful to compute J s Z A Z A l A.0 H L
LEMMA 3. If L s Gt, then
J s a g A N a2 g c Z A l A . . 4 .0 H
 .Proof. Let a s hl be an element of J where h g Z A and l g0 H
 .Z A . ThenL
y1 y1 y1 y12a s at a s hlt l t h s ht h g c Z A . .  .  .  .  . .H
Conversely let a be an element of A such that
y12a s ht h .
 . y1for some h g Z A . Put l s h a. Then we haveH
y1 y1 y1y1 y1 2 y1lt l s h at a t h s h a t h s h ht h t h s e. .  .  .  .  .  .
Hence l g Gt s L. Since l s hy1a, l centralizes A. Q.E.D.
 .EXAMPLE 4. Let G s U n and define involutions s and t of G by
s g s I gI and t g s g ,p , q p , q
respectively, for g g G where n s p q q and p G q. Put H s Gs and
t  .  .  .L s G . Then H ( U p = U q and L s O n . We can take a maximal
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abelian subspace a of gys l gyt of the form
¡
~a s Y u , . . . , u .1 q¢
¦0 id u , . . . , u .1 q ¥s u , . . . , u g R .0 1 q 0 §id u , . . . , u 0 .1 q
Let e be an element of ia* defined byj
e : Y u , . . . , u ¬ iu . .j 1 q j
 .  .Then dimensions of the spaces g a , a , l are as follows j / k .C
a "e " e "e "2 ej k j j
l s 1 1 p y q 0
l s y1 1 p y q 1
The torus A s exp a consists of the elements
a u , . . . , u s exp Y u , . . . , u .  .1 q 1 q
d cos u , . . . , cos u id sin u , . . . , sin u .  .1 q 1 q
Is .ny2 q 0id sin u , . . . , sin u d cos u , . . . , cos u .  .1 q 1 q
 .  .It is easy to see that W A s W A which is of type BC . HenceH H l L q
 .  .  .J ( W A h J by Remark 3 ii . Z A consists of the elements of theH 0 H
form
d « , . . . , « .1 q
gh s , 0d « , . . . , « .1 q
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 .  .where « , . . . , « g U 1 and g g U n y 2 q . Since1 q
d « 2 , . . . , « 2 .1 q
y1 y1c h s hh s ,gg .
2 2 0d « , . . . , « .1 q
  ..  2 4we have c Z A l A s a g A N a s e . Hence we haveH
 4 4J s a g A N a s e0
  . 4by Lemma 3. Put A s a u , . . . , u g A N 0 F u ??? F u F pr4 . Thenq 1 q 1 q
we can write
G s " HaL.
agAq
4. NONCOMPACT CASE
In this section, we assume that G is an arbitrary reductive Lie group.
Let s , t , H, and L be as in Section 2. We assume that G s HG L and0
that st is semisimple on the center z of g as in Section 2.
For an element g of G, we can define an automorphism f of g giveng
by
y1f s st s s Ad g t Ad g . .  .g g
By the correspondence g ¬ f , the double coset HgL correspond to theg
 .   .  .y14Ad H -conjugacy class Ad h f Ad h sinceg
y1 y1 y1f s s Ad hgl t Ad hgl s Ad h s Ad g t Ad g Ad h .  .  .  .  .  .h g l
y1s Ad h f Ad h .  .g
for h g H and l g L. Since G s HG L and since st is semisimple on z ,0
it is clear that f is semisimple on z for all g g G.g
4.1. Jordan Decomposition
 .Let f s su s us be the multiplicative Jordan decomposition of f .g g
 .  .Since Aut g is an algebraic group with the Lie algebra Der g consisting
 w x.  .of derivations on g , it is known cf. 4, Chap. 6 that s, u g Aut g and
 .that log u g Der g . Since f is semisimple on z , we have u N s id. andg z
so we can write
u s exp ad y2 X s Ad exp y2 X .  . .u u
 .y1with a unique nilpotent element X in g . Put g s exp X g.u s s u
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 .LEMMA 4. i s X s t X s t X s yX .u g u g u us
 .ii f s s.g s
 .Proof. i Since
y1 y1 y1 y1s su s s s st s s t s s st s us s s u , .  .  .  .g g g
we have
s ss s sy1 and s us s uy1
and therefore s X s yX . We can also prove t X s yX in the sameu u g u u
way. It is clear that t X s t X .g u g us
 .ii We have
y1 2 y1f s s Ad exp X t Ad exp X s st Ad exp X s f u s s .  .  .g u g u g u gs
 .since t X s yX as in i . Q.E.D.g u u
 .PROPOSITION 2. i E¨ery element g of G can be uniquely written as
g s exp X g , .u s
where g is an element of G such that f is semisimple and X is a nilpotents g us
element of g such that s X s t X s yX .s u g u us
 .ii Let g 9 be another element of G and write
g 9 s exp X X gX .u s
 .as in i .
 .a For h g H and l g L,
g 9 s hgl m gX s hg l and X X s Ad h X . .s s u u
 . Xb Suppose that g s g . Then we ha¨es s
g 9 g HgL m X X g Ad H l g Lgy1 X . .u s s u
 .  .Proof. i By Lemma 4, we can write g s exp X g with g and Xu s s u
 .satisfying the desired conditions. On the other hand, let g s exp X g beu s
 .an expression satisfying the conditions in i . Then we have
y1
f s s Ad exp X g t Ad exp X g .  . .  .g u s u s
y1s s Ad exp X t Ad exp X .  .u g us
y2s st Ad exp X .g us
y2s f Ad exp X .g us
y2s Ad exp X f . .u g s
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Hence the uniqueness of the expression follows from the uniqueness of
  .y2 .the Jordan decomposition f s su s us s s f , u s Ad exp X .g g us
 .  . Y y1 Y  .ii a Suppose that g 9 s hgl. Put g s hg l and X s Ad h X .s s u u
 Y . Y  .  .y1YThen we can write g 9 s exp X g where f s Ad h f Ad h isu s g gs s
semisimple and X Y is a nilpotent element of g such that s X Y s t Y X Yu s u g usY  . X Ys yX . Hence by the uniqueness of the expression in i , we have g s gu s s
and X X s X Y.u u
The converse assertion is clear.
 . X y1b Suppose that g s g and that g 9 s hgl for some h g Hs s
 . X y1 X  .and l g L. Then by a , we have g s g s hg l and X s Ad h X .s s s u u
Since h s g lgy1, we have h g H l g Lgy1. The converse assertion iss s s s
clear. Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 3. Hg L is contained in the closure of HgL.s
Proof. We may assume that X / 0. Since g f g s is a reductive Lieu
algebra such that s g f g s s g f g s and since s X s t X s yX , there existsu g u usf g  .san element Y g g l h s h l Ad g l such thats
w xY , X s Xu u
w x6 . Hence we have
y1 y1HgL > exp tY gg exp tY g .  .s s
y1s exp tY exp X exp tY g .  .  .u s
s exp eyt X g .u s
ª g t ª ` . Q.E.D. .s
 .PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that Z s Z g has a finite number of con-G s
nected components. If f is semisimple, then HgL is closed in G.g
y1  .  .y1Proof. Replacing gLg and Ad g t Ad g by L and t , respectively,
we may assume that g s e.
 .  .  .Let p : G ª Aut g be the map defined by p g s Ad g N . Thens g s
 y1  .4  .  .S s gst g N g g p G is closed in Aut g since Aut g is a semisim-s s
w xple algebraic group and since st is semisimple 1 .
 y1  .4  .We will first show that S s hst h N h g p H is closed in Aut g .H s
ys .Let x g S . Then for any neighborhood V of 0 in p g , there exists anH
 .X g V and an h g p H such that
y1h exp X x h exp X g S .  . H
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 .  .since x is contained in the p G -orbit S. Since S is a p H -orbit, weH
have
y1exp X x exp X g S . .  . H
 . y1Since s y s y for y g S , we haveH
y1y1 y1 y1exp X x exp X ss exp X x exp X s exp X x exp X .  .  .  .  .  . .
and therefore
exp 2 xXxy1 s exp 2 X . .  .
Since we can take V small enough, we have xXxy1 s X and hence
y1x s exp X x exp X g S . .  . H
 .Thus we have proved that S is closed in Aut g .H s
 .  .t  .The set p H p G is closed in p G since it is the inverse image of SH
 . y1  .  .by the continuous map p G 2 g ¬ s gt g g Aut g . Since p L is as
 .t  .  .subgroup of p G with finite index, the set p H p L is also closed in
 . y1  .  ..p G . Hence the set HZL s p p H p L is closed in G.
Let x be an element of HL. Since HL; HZL, we have x g HzL for
some z g Z l HL. We have only to prove that z g HL. For any neighbor-
hood V of z in Z, we have
HVL l HL / B
since HVL contains a neighborhood of z in HZL. Hence we have
V l HL s V l HL l Z / B and therefore z g HL l Z. So we have only
to show that HL l Z is closed in Z.
y1  .  .  .Let hl h g H, l g L be an element of HL l Z. Then p h s p l
 .  .  .  .  .g p H l p L . Since p H l L ; p H l p L and since they are
 .closed subgroups of the algebraic group p G with the same Lie algebra
 .  .  .p h l l s p h l p l , we can write
k
p H l p L s x p H l L .  .  .D i
is1
 .  .with some x , . . . , x g p H l p L . Choose h g H and l g L such1 k i i
 .  .that p h s p l s x .i i i
 .  .  .Write p h s p l s x p g with some i and g g H l L. Then wei
 .  .  .  .have p h s p h g , p l s p l g , and thereforei i
h g H l Z h g and l g H l L l g . .  .i i
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Hence
hly1 g H l Z h ly1 L l Z s h H l Z L l Z ly1 . .  .  .  .i i i i
Thus we have proved
k
y1HL l Z s h H l Z L l Z l . .  .D i i
is1
 . .So we have only to show that H l Z L l Z is closed in Z. Since ZrZ0
 . .is finite by the assumption, we have only to show that H l Z L l Z is0 0
closed in Z .0
Let G denote the kernel of the exponential map of z onto Z and z0 1
the subspace of z generated by G. Then we have s z s t z s z since1 1 1
 .s G s t G s G. By Lemma 1 ii , there exists a subspace z of z such that2
z s z [ z and s z s t z s z .1 2 2 2 2
Put Z s exp z ( z rG. Then we have1 1 1
Z ( Z = z0 1 2
and
H l Z L l Z ( H l Z L l Z = z s q zt . .  .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 2 2
 . . s tSince H l Z L l Z is compact and z q z is a vector subspace of1 1 2 2
 . .z , the set H l Z L l Z is closed in Z . Q.E.D.2 0 0 0
 .  .Remark 4. i Let G s U 1 = Z and
2 inus z , n s z , n , t z , n s e z , n .  .  .  .
 .  .for z, n g U 1 = Z. Then we have
s  4 t inuG s "1 = Z and G s "e , n N n g Z . 4 .
Hence we have
GsGt s "eimu , n N m , n g Z 4 .
which is not closed in G if urp g R y Q.
 .  .  .ii Let G s U 1 = U 1 = R and
2 iu t 2 iw ts z , w , t s z , w , t , t z , w , t s e z , e w , t .  .  .  .
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 .  .  .  .for z, w, t g U 1 = U 1 = R. Note that st : g ª g is not semisimple.
Then we have
s  4  4 t iu t iw tG s "1 = "1 = R and G s "e , " e , t N t g R . 4 .
Hence we have
GsGt s "eiu t , " eiw t , s N t , s g R 4 .
which is not closed in G if urw g R y Q.
4.2. Polar Decomposition and Cartan In¨olution
In this subsection, we assume that g is semisimple.
Suppose that f s st : g ª g is semisimple. For a l g C, let g lg g C
denote the l-eigenspace
g l s X g g N f X s l X 4C C g
for f . Let k and p be the linear maps of g onto g defined byg C C
l
< <kX s X and pX s log l X .
< <l
l  .for X g g . Then we have f s k exp p s exp p k.C g
 .LEMMA 5. i The map k is an automorphism of g and the map p is a
 .deri¨ ation of g. Hence there exists an X g g such that p s ad y2 X .p p
 .ii kX s X and s X s t X s yX .p p p g p p
 .  .y1iii Put g s exp X g. Then f s k.k p gk
 . l mProof. i For an X g g and a Y g g , we haveC C
w x w x w xf X , Y s f X , f Y s l X , mY s lm X , Y .g g g
So we have
< < < < < <w x w xp X , Y s log lm X , Y s log l X , Y q X , log m Y .  .  .
w x w xs pX , Y q X , pY .
 .y1This implies that p is a derivation of g . The map k s f exp p is anC g
automorphism of g since f and exp p are automorphisms of g . It isC g C
clear that k and p define linear maps of g onto g.
 .  .Parts ii and iii are proved by the same argument as in Lemma 4.
Q.E.D.
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By this lemma, we have a decomposition
g s exp X g .p k
of g which may be called the ``polar decomposition.''
wThe following lemma can be proved by the same argument as in 2, p.
x w x156 or in 7, Lemma 3 . Since the proof is elementary and depends on a
similar argument as in Lemma 5, we will give a proof for the sake of
completeness.
LEMMA 6. Let s be an in¨olution of a semisimple Lie algebra g and u a
Cartan in¨olution of g. Then:
 . yu ys  .2  .i There exists a Z g g l g such that su s exp ad Z .
 .  . y1ii Put x s exp ad Zr4 . Then xu x commutes with s .
 .  .2iii If su X s X for an X g g , then xX s X.
 .  .2  .2iv If su f s f su for a linear endomorphism f of g , then xf s fx.
 .  .Proof. i Let , be the positive definite bilinear form on g definedu
by
X , Y s yB X , u Y for X , Y g g , .  .u
 .where B , is the Killing form on g. Then the linear map su is
 .self-adjoint with respect to , sinceu
su X , Y s yB su X , u Y s yB X , usu Y s X , su Y . .  .  .  .u u
Hence we have the following orthogonal decomposition of g into the
l   .2 4eigenspaces g s X g g N su X s l X ,
g s g l.[
l)0
  .2Since the eigenvalues of su are nonzero real numbers, those of su are
.positive real numbers.
 .2Let F s log su be the linear endomorphism of g defined by
F X s log l X for X g g l. .  .
Then it is clear that F is a derivation of g. Since g is semisimple, there
 .  .  .2exists a unique Z g g such that ad Z s F. Hence exp ad Z s su .
Let X be an element of g l. Then u X is an element of g l
y1
since
2 2 y2 y1su u X s u us X s u su X s l u X . .  .  .
 . lHence we have u Fu X s y log l X for X g g and therefore u Fu s yF.
This implies that uZ s yZ. We also have s Z s yZ in the same way.
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 . y1  .ii Note that u xu s s xs s x by i . Then we have
y1y1 y1 y1 y1xu x s xu x s xu x s xu x .
s x 4usu
2s su usu .
s s .
 . 1iii The assumption implies that X g g . So it is clear that xX s X.
 . liv Let X be an element of g . Then we have
2 2
su fX s f su X s l fX . .  .
Hence fX g g l. Since xX s l1r4 X for X g g l, we have
xfX s l1r4 fX s fl1r4 X s fxX for X g g l.
Hence we have xf s fx. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 7. Let k and X be as in Lemma 5. Then there exists a Cartanp
in¨olution u of g such that ku s u k and that u X s yX .p p
N  .Proof. There is a positive integer N such that k g Int g since
 .  .  .Aut g rInt g is a finite group. Let U be a compact real form of Int gC
N   . 4containing k and Ad exp itX N t g R . Let u denote the Cartan invo-p 0
 .  .u 0lution of Int g such that Int g s U and s the involution of gC C 0 C
given by the conjugation with respect to g. Then by Lemma 6, there exists
  .. X y1an x s Ad exp Zr4 such that u s xu x commutes with s . Hence0 0 0
u X N is a Cartan involution of g. Since s X s X and u X s yX , we0 g 0 p p 0 p p
 . X Nhave xX s X by Lemma 6 iii and therefore u X s yX . Since k sp p 0 p p 0
N N N N N  .s s k and k u s u k , we have k x s xk by Lemma 6 iv and0 0 0
therefore k Nu X s u X k N.0 0
Let n be the least positive integer such that there exists a Cartan
involution u of g satisfying u X s yX and k nu s u k n. Such an n existsp p
by the above argument. We have only to prove that n s 1. Suppose that
n ) 1. Then we will get a contradiction.
Let u be a Cartan involution of g such that u X s yX and thatp p
k nu s u k n. Every Cartan involution u 9 of g can be uniquely written as
y1
u 9 s Ad exp X u Ad exp X s u Ad exp 2 X .  .  .
with an X g gyu. If u 9 satisfies u 9X s yX , then we havep p
 .Ad exp 2 X X s X and thereforep p
X , X s 0.p
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n n  .If u 9 satisfies k u 9 s u 9k , then we have Ad exp 2 X s
n  . yn  n .k Ad exp 2 X k s Ad exp 2k X and therefore
k nX s X .
So the space
S s u 9 N u 9X s yX and k nu 9 s u 9k n 4p p
is homeomorphic to a linear subspace of gyu . If u 9 g S, then ku 9ky1 is
also an element of S since kX s X . By the assumption on n, thep p
involutions u 9, ku 9ky1, . . . , k ny1u 9ky ny1. are mutually inequal for any
u 9 g S. So we have constructed a free ZrnZ-action on S. But such a free
ZrnZ-action does not exist because the Euler characteristic of S is one
and n ) 1. Thus we have a contradiction. Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 5. Let k and X be as in Lemma 5. Then there exists ap
Cartan in¨olution u of g such that sus s ku ky1 s u and that u X s yX .p p
Proof. By Lemma 7, there exists a Cartan involution u of g such that
 .ku s u k and that u X s yX . Apply Lemma 6 to the pair s , u . Thenp p
  ..there exists an x s Ad exp Zr4 such that
u 9 s xu xy1 commutes with s . 4.1 .
 .  .y1 y1Since s ks s s st s s t s s st s k and since u ku s k, weg g gk k k
have
y2 2 2 2
su k su s us k su s k . .  .  .  .
 .By Lemma 6 iv , we have xk s kx and therefore
u 9k s ku 9. 4.2 .
 .Since s X s yX and u X s yX , we have xX s X by Lemma 6 iiip p p p p p
and therefore
u 9X s yX . 4.3 .p p
 .  .  .By 4.1 , 4.2 , and 4.3 , u 9 is a desired Cartan involution of g. Q.E.D.
4.3. Main Theorem for Semisimple Double Cosets
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2 which gives a fundamental
structure of the double coset decomposition H _ G rL where G s g gs s s s
4G N f is semisimple .g
Let G be a Lie group such that the Lie algebra g of G is reductive. Let
s , t , H, L, g s g [ z and G be as in Section 2. Let Z be thes s
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centralizer of g in G. In general, Z is not equal to the center of G if Gs
.is not connected. We assume that
G s HG L0
and that st is semisimple on z as in Section 2.
Assumption. We assume that there exists an involution u of G satisfy-
ing the following three conditions.
 .i u N is a Cartan involution of G .G ss
 .  .ii The map g, X ¬ g exp X is a bijection of K = p onto G.
Here K s Gu and p s gyu .
 .iii sus s tut s u .
Remark 5. We can say that the above assumption is natural by the
following reasons.
 .i Suppose that G is connected and semisimple. Then there exists
an x g G and a Cartan involution u of G such that u commutes with s
 .  .y1and Ad x t Ad x .
This fact can be proved combining Proposition 2 and Proposition 5. But
it is also easily proved as follows. By Lemma 6, there exist Cartan
involutions u and u 9 of G such that su s us and that tu 9 s u 9t . Let x
 .  .y1  .  .y1be an element of G such that Ad x u 9 Ad x s u . Then Ad x t Ad x
commutes with u .
 .  .  .y1ii Let t 9 s Ad x t Ad x for an x g G. Then the group L9 s
xLxy1 satisfies Gt 9 ; L9 ; Gt 9. As in Remark 2 of Section 1, there exists a0
natural bijection between the double coset decompositions H _ GrL and
H _ GrL9 by the map
HgL ¬ HgLxy1 s Hgxy1L9.
 .iii If g is semisimple and st s ts , then there exists a Cartan
involution u of g commuting with s and t . This fact was proved by J.
.  .Sekiguchi. This follows also from Proposition 5 k s st and X s 0 .p
 .  .  .iv Suppose that G s G Z. By i and ii , we may assume that theres
exists a Cartan involution u of G such that sus s tut s u on G . Sinces s
the center G l Z of G is contained in Gu, u acts trivially on G l Z.s s s s
Hence we may extend u to G so that u N is identity. Then the conditionsZ
 .  . ii and iii in the Assumption are automatically satisfied. When G s
 . .GL n, R , for example, this choice of u is not the usual one.
 .LEMMA 8. Let g s g exp X be the unique expression of an elementk
 .g g G by g g K and X g p in Assumption ii . Suppose g g H. Thenk
 .g g H and X g h. In the same way, if g g L, then g g L and X g l.k k
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 .  .  .Proof. Since g s s g s s g exp s X and since s g g K, s X g pk k
 .by Assumption iii , we have
s g s g and s X s X .k k
 .by the uniqueness of the expression in Assumption ii . Hence X g h and
therefore
y1g s g exp X g H . Q.E.D. .k
 .LEMMA 9. i Suppose tu s ut , t u s ut and g s g exp X with g g Kg g k k
and X g p. Then we ha¨e
X g gt q z .
 .  .ii Suppose that Ad g exp X Y s Y 9 for g g K, and X, Y, Y 9 g p.k k
w xThen X, Y s 0.
 .  .  .y1Proof. i Since t s Ad g t Ad g and sinceg
t s ut ug g
y1s u Ad g t Ad g u .  .
y1s Ad u g utu Ad u g .  . .  .
y1s Ad u g t Ad u g , .  . .  .
we have
y1y1 y1 y1
t s Ad u g g t Ad u g g s Ad exp 2 X t Ad exp 2 X . .  .  .  . .  .
Hence we have
Ad exp 2 X s t Ad exp 2 X t s Ad exp 2t X .  .  . .
 .  .and therefore exp 2t X s exp 2 X exp Z s exp 2 X q Z with some Z g
z l p. Since the exponential map is injective on p , we have X g gt q z.
 .  .   ..  .ii Since Y 9 s y u Y 9 s y A d g exp y X u Y sk
  ..Ad g exp yX Y, we havek
y1
Y s Ad g exp yX g exp X Y s Ad exp 2 X Y s exp ad 2 X Y . .  .  . . . /k k
Since ad X : g ª g is realized by a real symmetric matrix, it is clear that
w xX , Y s ad X Y s 0. Q.E.D. .
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 .THEOREM 2. i E¨ery H-L double coset in G contains an element ofss
the form
g s exp X g , .p k
where g g K and s X s t X s u X s yX .k 0 p g p p pk
 .  X . Xii Let g 9 s exp X g be another element of G such that the pairp k ss
 X X .  .g , X satisfies the same conditions as in i .k p
 . X y1 X  .a g 9 g HgL m g s hg l and X s Ad h X for some h gk k p p
K l H and l g K l L.
 . Xb Suppose that g s g . Thenk k
g 9 g HgL m X X g Ad K l H l g Lgy1 X . .p k k p
 .Proof. i Let Hg L be an arbitrary H-L double coset in G . Since1 s s
G s HG L, we may assume g g G . Since G s G Z , we can write0 1 0 0 s 0
g s g s q z with some g s g G and z g Z . Note that g s g G since z1 1 1 1 s 1 0 1 s s 1
is contained in the center of G. Suppose that the double coset G ls
. s . s  s. sH g G l L contains an element g s exp X g satisfying the condi-1 s p k
 .tions in Theorem 2 i . Since st is semisimple on z , we have
z s z s q zt [ zys l zyt .  .
 .  ysby Lemma 1 i . So we can write z s z zz with z g Z l H, z g exp z1 h l h
yt . ys ytl z and z g Z l L. Since z l z is u-stable, we can also writel
 .  ys yt . ys ytz s exp Y z with z g exp z l z l k and Y g z l z l p.p k k p
Then it is clear that the double coset Hg L s Hg s z L contains an1 1 1
element
g s g sz s exp X g .p k
 s s .  .g s g z and X s X q Y satisfying the conditions in Theorem 2 i .k k k p p p
So we have only to deal with the case of G s G in the following.s
 1. 1Let g s exp X g be the polar decomposition of g defined in1 p k 1
Subsection 4.2. Then by Lemma 5, we have
s X 1 s t 1 X 1 s yX 1.p g p pk
By Proposition 5, there exists a Cartan involution u of g such that1
su s u s , t 1u s u t 1 , and u X 1 s yX 1.1 1 g 1 1 g 1 p pk k
w xBy 7, Lemma 4 , there exists an element h of H such that0
y1Ad h u Ad h s u . .  .1
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 . 1Put X s Ad h X . Then clearly we havep p
hg s exp X hg1 , su s us , s X s u X s yX , .1 p k p p p
t 1u s ut 1 and t 1 X s yX .h g h g h g p pk k k
1  .Write hg s g exp X with g g K and X g p. Then by Lemma 9 i , wek k k
have X g gt. Hence we have t 1 s t and the elementh g gk k
y1g s exp X g s hg exp X g hg L . .p k 1 1
 .satisfies the conditions in i .
 .  . X  . X y1ii a Suppose that X s Ad h X and that g s hg l for somep p k k
h g K l H and l g K l L. Then we have
g 9 s exp X X gX s h exp X hy1 hg ly1 s hgly1 g HgL. .  .p k p k
Conversely, suppose that g 9 s h gly1 with some h g H and l g L.1 1 1 1
X  . X y1Then we will show that X s Ad h X and g s hg l with somep p k k
h g K l H and l g K l L.
 .  4 XI First suppose that z l p s 0 . Since X , X g g and sincep p s
 .  .y1they are defined from f and f s Ad h f Ad h , respectively, as ing g 9 1 g 1
the first part of Subsection 4.2, we have
X X s Ad h X .p 1 p
and therefore
gX s h g ly1 .k 1 k 1
s  .Write h s h exp X with h g K l H and X g p Lemma 8 . Then by1
 .Lemma 9 ii , we have
X X s Ad h X . .p p
Since u commutes with t and t X s t , we haveg g h gk k 1 k
t X s Xgk
 .  4by Lemma 9 i and by the assumption z l p s 0 . Hence we have
 . tX g Ad g g . Consider the equationk
y1X y1 y1 y1g s h g l s h exp X g l s hg exp Ad g X l .  . .k 1 k 1 k 1 k k 1
y1   .y1 . y1 y1and put l s exp Ad g X l . Then we have l g K l L sincek 1
 .y1 t XAd g X g g and since h, g , g g K.k k k
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Ä .  4  .II Next suppose that z l p / 0 . Put G s K exp p l g ands
 .Z s exp z l p . Then we havep
Ä ÄG s GZ ( G h Zp p
Ä .  .by Assumption ii . Note that G ( G = Z since z is the center of g.0 0 p
Write
Äg s g exp X s exp X g exp X ,Ä  /z p k z
X ÄX X Xg 9 s g 9 exp X s exp X g exp X ,Ä  /z p k z
Ä s Ä th s h exp X g h exp p and l s l exp X g l exp p ,1 1 h 1 1 l
Ä Ä Ä X Ä Xwhere g, g 9, h , l g G, X , X , X , X g z l p , X s X q X , XÄ Ä 1 1 z z h l p p z p
ÄX X y1s X q X , h g K l H and l g K l L. Since g 9 s h gl , we havep z 1 1
y1X Ä Äg 9 exp X s h exp X g exp X l exp X .  .Ä Ä  .z 1 h z 1 l
Ä Äy1 Äs h gl exp Ad l X q X y X .Ä  .1 1 1 h z l
and therefore
y1 Xy1Ä Ä Äg 9 s h gl and Ad l X s X q X y X .Ä Ä  .1 1 1 z h z l
 .By the result in I , we have
ÄX Ä X y1X s Ad h X and g s hg l . .p p k k
Ä y1 X Ä y1 X .  .On the other hand, since X and Ad l X s Ad h X are containedz 1 z 1 z
in gys l gyt , we have
y1 y1X XÄX s Ad h X s Ad h X . . .z 1 z z
X  .Hence X s Ad h X .p p
 .  .b Suppose that g 9 g HgL. Then by a , we have
X X s Ad h X and g s hg ly1 .p p k k
with some h g K l H and l g K l L. Since h s g lgy1, we havek k
h g K l H l g Lgy1 .k k
The converse assertion is clear. Q.E.D.
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4.4. Standard Cartan Subsets
It is known that every semisimple element in a reductive Lie group G is
conjugate to an element of a ``standard Cartan subgroup'' of G. In this
subsection, we generalize this to the double coset decomposition H _ GrL.
Assume that G, H, L, s , t , and u satisfy the assumptions in Subsection
4.3.
Let t be a maximal abelian subspace of kys l kyt . Extend t to a
 . ys ytmaximal abelian subspace c s t [ a a ; p of g l g . Put T s exp t
 .and C s exp c s exp a T. Then we call C a ``fundamental Cartan subset.''
 .  . .  .DEFINITION. A subset C9 s exp a9 T 9 s exp a9 exp t9 t s exp c9 t
 .t g T of G is called a standard Cartan subset if
dim c9 s dim c , t9 ; t , a ; a9 ; p
and c9 is an abelian subspace contained in gys l gyt t.
Define J s N KrZ K as in Section 3 whereK T T
N K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hTly1 s T 4 .  .  .T
and
Z K s h , l g K l H = K l L N htly1 s t for all t g T . 4 .  .  .T
 .  .  .Let C s exp a T and C s exp a T T ; T , a ; p be two stan-1 1 1 2 2 2 i i
dard Cartan subsets. Then we say that they are J -conjugate ifK
T s hT ly1 for some h , l g N K . .2 1 T
 .  . .  .LEMMA 10. i Let C9 s exp a9 exp t9 t s exp c9 t be a standard Car-
tan subset. Then a9 is a maximal abelian subspace of gys l gyt t l p l
 .z t9 .g
 .ii If two standard Cartan subsets C and C are J -conjugate, then1 2 K
there exist an h g K l H and an l g K l L such that
C s hC ly1 .2 1
 .Proof. i Consider two u-stable abelian subspaces c and c9 contained
in s s gys l gyt t s g f t l gys . Since c is maximal abelian in s , and
w xsince dim c9 s dim c , c9 is also maximal abelian in s 7, 11 . Hence a9 is a
 . ys yt tmaximal abelian subspace contained in s l p l z t9 s g l g lg
 .p l z t9 .g
 .  .  . .ii Write C s exp a T s exp a exp t t for i s 1, 2. Since Ci i i i i i 1
 . Kand C are J -conjugate, there exists an h9, l9 g N such that2 K T
T s h9T l9y1 .2 1
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 .  . ys yt t2By i , subspaces a and Ad h9 a are maximal abelian in g l g l2 1
 .  y1p l z t . Hence there exists an element x of H l t Lt l K lg 2 2 2
 ..Z t such thatG 2 0
a s Ad x Ad h9 a . .  .2 1
Put h s xh9 g K l H and l s ty1 xt l9 g K l L. Then we have2 2
hC ly1 s xh9 exp a T l9y1 ty1 xy1 t .1 1 1 2 2
s exp a xh9T l9y1 ty1 xy1 t .2 1 2 2
s exp a xT ty1 xy1 t .2 2 2 2
s exp a x exp t xy1 t .  .2 2 2
s exp a exp t t .  .2 2 2
s C . Q.E.D.2
  . 4Let C s exp a T N i g I be a set of representatives of the J -con-i i i K
jugacy classes of standard Cartan subsets. Put J s N KrZ K whereC C Ci i i
N K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hC ly1 s C .  .  . 4C i ii
and
Z K s h , l g K l H = K l L N hgly1 s g for all g g C . .  .  . 4C ii
 ys yt g 4Put G s g g G N g l g is commutative .r s s s
 .THEOREM 3. i G s D HC L.s s ig I i
 .  .ii G s " H C l G L.r s ig I i r s
 .  .iii H _ G rL ( " J _ C l G .r s ig I C i r si
 .  .iv H _ HCLrL ( J _ C. C is the fundamental Cartan subset.C
 .  .Proof. i Let g 9 be an element of G . Then by Theorem 2 i , thes s
double coset Hg 9L contains an element
g s exp X g , .p k
 .where g g K and s X s t X s u X s yX . By Theorem 1 i , wek 0 p g p p pk
may moreover assume that
g g T .k
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Put f s f s st andg gk k
g f 9 s g f l g s l k [ i g f l g s l p [ i g f l gys l k .  .  .  .
[ g f l gys l p .
fs X g g N su X s X . 4C
 f .Then s is a Cartan involution of g 9 and it [ a is a u-stable maximal
 f . ys  f . ysabelian subspace of g 9 l g . Since X g g 9 l g l p , we canC p
 f . ystake a maximal abelian subspace a9 of g 9 l g l p containing X .p
 f .Extend a9 to a u-stable maximal abelian subspace c9 s t9 [ a9 of g 9 l
ys w xg . Then by Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 in 7 , there exists an elementC
x g K l H l g Lgy1 such thatk k
Ad x t9 ; t and Ad x a9 > a . .  .
  . .  . y1  .  y1 .y1Put C0 s exp Ad x c9 g s x exp c9 x g s x exp c9 g g xg .k k k k k
 .Then C0 is a standard Cartan subset. By Lemma 10 ii , we have
C0 s hC ly1i
for some i g I, h g K l H, and l g K l L. Hence
g g exp c9 g s xy1 C0 gy1 xg s xy1 hC ly1 gy1 xg ; HC L. . k k k i k k i
 .ii Suppose that there exist a g g C l G and a g 9 g C l Gi r s j r s
such that g 9 g HgL. Then we have only to show that i s j.
 .  X . X  XSince g s exp X g and g 9 s exp X g g g T , g g T , X gk p k k i k j p
X .  .a , X g a satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2 ii , there exist an h gi p j
K l H and an l g K l L such that
g 9 s hgly1 .
We have c s gys l gyt g since c is a maximal abelian subspace of thei i
abelian space gys l gyt g. Hence we have
hC ly1 s h exp gys l gyt g gly1 s h exp gys l gyt g hy1 hgly1 .  . .  .i
s exp gys l gyt g 9 g 9 s C . . j
and therefore i s j.
 .iii Let g and g 9 be two elements of C l G such that g 9 g HgL.i r s
 . y1Then by the same argument as in ii , we have g 9 s hgl with some
h g K l H, l g K l L, and we have
hC ly1 s C .i i
Hence we have the desired assertion.
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 .  .  X . Xiv Let g s exp X g and g 9 s exp X g be two elements ofp k p k
 .  .  .C s exp a T such that g 9 g HgL. Then by Theorem 2 ii a , we have
gX s hg ly1 and X X s Ad h X .k k p p
with some h g K l H and l g K l L.
 .First we use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 ii . Since
hg s gX l, we can definek k
t9 s Ad h t s Ad gX l t .  .k
ys  X . yt  X .which is contained in s s g l Ad g g l z X . On the otherk g p
hand, t is also contained in s. Hence there exists an x g H l gX Lg9y1 lk k
 X .Z X such thatG p
t9 s Ad x t . .
Put h9 s xh g K l H and l9 s gXy1 xgX l g K l L. Then we have easilyk k
h9Tl9y1 s T , gX s h9g l9y1 , and Ad h9 X s X X . .k k p p
 .Put a9 s Ad h9 a. Then a and a9 are both maximal abelian subspaces
of the space
p l gys l gyt l z t l z X X . .  .g g p
 .  X .Hence there exists an element y g K l H l L l Z T l Z X suchG G p
that
a s Ad y a9. .
Put h0 s yh9 g K l H and l0 s yl9 g K l L. Then we have
h0 Tl0y1 s T , Ad h0 a s a , gX s h0 g l0y1 , . k k
and Ad h0 X s X X . . p p
 . K y1This implies that h0, l0 g N and that g 9 s h0 gl0 . Q.E.D.C
COROLLARY. Suppose that G is a complex Lie group and that the in¨olu-
tions s and t are holomorphic, then we ha¨e:
 .i G s HCL.s s
 . ii H _ G rL ( J _ C. Note that J is isomorphic to J as follows.s s C C K
 . K  . y 1Let h , l g N . Since C s exp i t T , we ha¨ e hCl sT
  . . y1 .exp i Ad h t hTl s C.
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We can describe standard Cartan subsets by some orthogonal systems of
root vectors as follows. Consider an ``orthogonal system'' Q defined by
Q s X , . . . , X ; p , 4a a C1 k
U  4  .  4  .where a g c y 0 , a a s 0 , 0 / X g g c , a , st X s l Xj C j a C j a j aj j j
  ..l g U 1 , s X s y X for j s 1, . . . , k andj a aj j
X , X s X , s X s 0 for j / l.a a a aj l j l
For such an orthogonal system Q, we can construct a standard Cartan
subset as follows. Put
a s a [ R X y s X [ ??? [ R X y s X , .  .Q a a a a1 1 k k
T s t g T N t 2 a j s l for j s 1, . . . , k 4Q j
 .and C s exp a T . Then it is clear that every connected component ofQ Q
C is a standard Cartan subset. Conversely we have the following.Q
 .  . .PROPOSITION 6. Let C9 s exp a9 T 9 s exp a9 exp t9 t be a standard
Cartan subset. Then there exists an orthogonal system Q such that Q satisfies
the abo¨e conditions and that T 9 is a connected component of T .Q
Proof. Put f s f s st andt t
g f 9 s g f l g s l k [ i g f l g s l p [ i g f l gys l k .  .  .  .
[ g f l gys l p .
fs X g g N su X s X . 4C
 f . ysThen it9 [ a9 is a u-stable maximal abelian subspace of g 9 l g suchC
w xthat t9 ; t and that a9 > a. Hence by 7, Theorem 2 , there exists an
 4orthogonal system Q s X , . . . , X such thata a1 k
U  4 f0 / a g c , a a s 0 , 0 / X g g 9 c , a l p .  . .j C j a j Cj
for j s 1, . . . , k,
X , X s X , s X s 0a a a aj l j l
for j / l and that
t9 s Y g t N a Y s 0 for j s 1, . . . , k . . 4j
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Put l s t 2 a j. Then we havej
2 2 a jst X s st Ad t X s t X s l X .a t a a j aj j j j
 f . st t  .since X g g 9 ; g . Hence T 9 s exp t9 t is a connected componenta Cj f .of T . Since X g g 9 implies su X s X and since X g p , weQ a a a a Cj j j j
have
s X s yX .a aj j
Hence the orthogonal system Q satisfies all the desired conditions. Q.E.D.
4.5. Examples
w x  . s tEXAMPLE 5 5; 8, Example 1 . Let G s GL n, R , H s G , and L s G
where
s g s I gI and t g s I gI .  .p , q p , q r , s r , s
 .for g g G p q q s r q s s n . We may assume that
r ) p G q ) s.
Moreover we assume that s s 1 for the sake of simplicity. Let u be the
t y1 u  .usual Cartan involution u : g ¬ g of G. Then K s G s O n . Take a
maximal abelian subspace t of kys l kyt of the form
t s Y w s w E y E N w g R , 4 .  .1n n1
where the E denote the matrix units for j, k s 1, . . . , n. Then we have ajk
 .fundamental compact Cartan subset
¡ ¦cos w sin w~ ¥IC s T s exp t s t w s exp Y w s w g R . .  . ny2¢ § 0ysin w cos w
Let a be the linear form on t given by
a : Y w ¬ iw . .
 .  4Then S g , t s "a , " 2a . It is clear thatC
 4J s e, w h t 0 , t p . 4 .  .K a
Hence the set
T s t w N 0 F w F pr2 4 .w0 , p r2x
is a complete set of representatives of J -orbits on T.K
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 .Let C9 s exp a9 T 9 be a noncompact standard Cartan subset. Then T 9
consists of a point t of T and we may assume that the point t is contained
 4   .4in T . If T 9 s t s t w with 0 - w - pr2, then we havew0, p r2x
gys l gyt t s t
because
 4g t , a , l / 0 m l s "1, .C
 4g t , 2a , l / 0 m l s 1 .C
and t 2 a s e2 iw / "1, t 4a s e4 iw / 1. Hence we have
ys yt t  4a9 ; g l g l p s t l p s 0
 .  .a contradiction to dim a9 s 1. So we have t s t 0 or t pr2 .
 .If t s t 0 , then we can take
a9 s s E q E N s g R ; gys l gyt l p . 4 .1n n1
 .We can also take the same a9 for t s t pr2 because
y1
0 1 0 1
I It s Ad I s Ad I . .ny2 ny2tp r2. r , 1 1, r 0  0 0y1 0 y1 0
Hence if we put
p
C s exp a9 and C s exp a9 t , .1 2  /2
then we have
G s HCL j HC L j HC L s HT L j HC L j HC L.s s 1 2 w0, p r2x 1 2
 .  .Let g be an element of T j C j C . If g / t 0 or t pr2 , thenw0, p r2x 1 2
g g G . Hence the space gys l gyt g contains nilpotent elements onlyr s
 .  .  .when g s t 0 or t pr2 . If g s t 0 s e, then the set
¡ ¦x1
.0 ..
ys yt ~ ¥N g l g s x y q ??? qx y s 0 . x 1 1 p pp
0 0¢ §y ??? y 01 p
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of nilpotent elements in gys l gyt g s gys l gyt has four Gs l Gt-
orbits with representatives
O, E , E , and E q E .1n n1 2 n n1
In the same way, the set of nilpotent elements in gys g gyt g with
 . s t gg s t pr2 has also four G l G -orbits with representatives
O, E , E , and E q E .1n n1 1, ny1 n1
Thus we have obtained representatives for all the H-L double cosets in G
 .cf. Proposition 2 in Subsection 4.1 . We can compare these representa-
w xtives with those given in 5, 8 as shown in Table I.
0 .  .In Table I, N s and N s 1 0 . We modified slightly the2, 1 1, 21
w xrepresentatives given in 5, 8 . In the column ``Symbol,'' we write only a
 w x.typical ad-string, bc-string in the sense of 8 or the condition for l.
w  .x  . s tEXAMPLE 6 8, Theorem 3 ii . Let G s GL 3, R , H s G , and L s G
where
s g s I gI and t g s I tgy1I .  .2, 1 2, 1 2, 1 2, 1
 .  .  .for g g G. Then H ( GL 2, R = GL 1, R and L s O 2, 1 . Let u be the
t y1 u  .usual Cartan involution u : g ¬ g of G. Then K s G s O 3 . We can
ys yt  ys .take a maximal abelian subspace t of k l k s k given by
¡ ¦0 0 0~ ¥0 0 wt s Y w s w g R . .¢ § 00 yw 0
 .Then we have a fundamental compact Cartan subset
¡ ¦1 0 0~ ¥0 cos w sin wC s T s exp t s t w s exp Y w s w g R . .  .¢ § 00 ysin w cos w
 .Define a g it*, S g , t , J , and T as in Example 5.C K w0, p r2x
 .Let C9 s exp a9 T 9 be a noncompact standard Cartan subset. Then we
may assume that
 4T 9 s t s t w ; T . 4 . w0 , p r2x
Since st s u , we have
 4g t , a , l l p / 0 m l s y1 .C C
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TABLE I
representative
w x w xrepresentative in 5 or 8 symbol l codim.
 .  .t 0 s I I d 2 pn n
1 1 2p cos w
 . It w 0 - w - l - 0 y 1ny 2 2 /2 sin w /1 l
0 1p
It b 2 qny 2 /2  /1 0
1 1 2cosh s
 . Iexp s E q E l ) 1 1ny 21 n n1 2sinh s /1 l
 .s ) 0
1 1
Iexp E da pny 21 n  /0 1
1 0
Iexp E ad pny 2n1  /1 1
I N2 2, 1
 . Iexp E q E ada 1ny 32 n n1  0N 11, 2
1 1 2p sinh s
  .. Iexp s E y E t 0 - l - 1 1ny 21 n n1 2 /2 cosh s /1 l
 .s ) 0
1 1p
 . Iexp E t cb qny 21 n  /2  /1 0
0 1p
 . Iexp E t bc qny 2n1  /2  /1 1
N 11, 2p
  .. Iexp E q E t cbc 1ny 31, ny1 n1  /2  0I N2 2, 1
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and
 4g t , 2a , l l p / 0 m l s y1. .C C
Hence we have
p p
t s t or t /  /4 2
by Proposition 6 in Subsection 4.4.
 .If t s t pr4 , then
y2 y2
st s st Ad t s u Ad t . .  .t
 .2   .y2 .2  .y4  .Since st s u Ad t s Ad t s Ad I , we havet 1, 2
2 A 0st .tG s A g GL 1, R and B g GL 2, R . .  . 5 /0 B
Hence it is clear that
A 0st tG s A g O 1 and B g SL 2, R .  . 5 /0 B
and that
¡ ¦0 0 0
ys yt ~ ¥t 0 0 xg l g s x , y g R .¢ § 00 y 0
Put
¡ ¦0 0 0
ys yt ~ ¥ta s g l g l p s x g R .0 0 x1 ¢ § /0 x 0
 .  .Then C s exp a t pr4 is a standard Cartan subset.1 1
 .If t s t pr2 , then
y2
st s u Ad t s u Ad I . .  .t 1, 2
st t  .Hence G s O 1, 2 and
¡ ¦0 0 x
ys yt ~ ¥t 0 0 yg l g s x , y g R .¢ § 0x yy 0
Put
¡ ¦0 0 x
ys yt ~ ¥ta s g l g l p s x g R .0 0 02 ¢ § /x 0 0
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 .  .Then C s exp a t pr2 is a standard Cartan subset. Thus we can write2 2
G s HCL j HC L j HC L s HT L j HC L j HC L.s s 1 2 w0, p r2x 1 2
 .  .Let g be an element of T j C j C . If g / t 0 , t pr4 , orw0, p r2x 1 2
 . ys yt gt pr2 , then g g G . Hence the space g l g contains nilpotentr s
 .  .  .elements only when g s t 0 , t pr4 , or t pr2 .
 . ys yt g ys yt st uIf g s t 0 s e, then we have g l g s g l g ; g s g s k
and therefore the space gys l gyt g has no nilpotent elements.
 .Next consider the case g s t pr4 . Then the set
¡ ¦0 0 0
ys yt ~ ¥g 0 0 xN g l g s xy s 0 . ¢ § 00 y 0
of nilpotent elements in gys l gyt g has five Gs l Gt g-orbits because
¡ ¦1 0 0
s t =~ ¥g 0 a 0G l G s a g R¢ § 0y10 0 a
and
y1 0 0 00 0 01 0 0 1 0 0
20 0 a x0 0 x0 a 0 0 a 0 s . 0  0 0 y2y1 y1  00 y 0 0 a y 00 0 a 0 0 a
 .Lastly consider the case g s t pr2 . Then the set
¡ ¦0 0 x
ys yt 2 2~ ¥g 0 0 yN g l g s x y y s 0 . ¢ § 0x yy 0
of nilpotent elements in gys l gyt g has only two Gs l Gt g-orbits
because
A 0s t gG l G s A g O 1, 1 . 5 /0 "1
 ys yt g .  4acts transitively on N g l g y O .
Thus we have obtained representatives for all the H-L double cosets in
 .G cf. Proposition 2 in Subsection 4.1 . We can compare these representa-




Z s .0 0 1 /1 y1 0
TABLE II
representative in
w x  w x.representative M given in 8 symbol in 8 l codim.2, 1
aq
 .  . at 0 s I I 2qn 2, 1  0dy
21 0 0p cos 2w
 .  .t w 0 - w - l - 0 y 10 1 1 q 2 /4 sin 2w /0 1 l
1 0 0p ct 20 0 1 /  /b4  /0 1 0
21 0 0p p cos 2w
 .  .t w - w - l - 0 y 10 y1 y1 y 2 /4 2 sin 2w /0 y1 yl
aq1 0 0p
at 20 y1 0 y /2  /  00 0 1 dq
21 0 0p sinh 2 s
  ..  .exp s E q E t 0 - l - 1 10 d d23 32 d 2 /4 cosh 2 s /0 d dl
 .s / 0, d s sgn s
1 0 0p
 .  .exp dE t cb 10 d d23 d /4  /0 d 0
 .d s "1
1 0 0p
 .  .exp dE t bc 10 0 d32 d /4  /0 d d
 .d s "1
21 0 1p cosh 2 s
  ..exp s E q E t l ) 1 10 y1 013 31 2 /2 sinh 2 s /1 0 l
 .s ) 0
0 1 1p
 .  .  .exp Z t ada 11 0 0 q /2 1 0 1
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w xIn 8 , the space GrL is identified with the space M of real symmetric2, 1
 .matrices with signature 2, 1 by the map
gL ¬ gI tg .2, 1
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